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Abstract 
The rapid growth of smart devices demands an enhanced throughput for network connection sustainability 
during mobility. However, traditional wireless network architecture suffers from mobility management issues. 
In order to resolve the traditional mobility management issues, we propose a novel architecture for future 
wireless access network based on software-defined network (SDN) by using the advantage of network 
function virtualization (NFV). In this paper, network selection approach (NSA) has been introduced for 
mobility management that comprises of acquiring the information of the underlying networking devices 
through the OpenFlow controller, percepts the current network behavior and later the selection of an 
appropriate action or network. Furthermore, mobility-related scenarios and use cases to analyze the 
implementation aspects of the proposed architecture are provided. The simulation results confirm that the 
proposed scenarios have obtained a seamless mobility with enhanced throughput at minimum packet loss as 
compared to the existing IEEE 802.11 wireless network. 
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1. Introduction 

In the modern era of technology, wireless technology is gaining more popularity compared to the 
wired technology due to mobility, scalability, and interoperability. The tremendous growth in wireless 
Internet has raised several contemporary challenges to mobile operators. The first challenge is the rapid 
growth of data traffic, according to a survey [1], by 2019, mobile network data traffic will exceed 24.3 
exabytes per month, and 97% of the traffic will come from smart devices. Nonetheless, the existing 
wireless infrastructure is insufficient to support next generation technologies and to fulfill the demands 
of future Internet traffic. The second challenge is the fixed and tight-coupled data and control planes in 
the current wireless network which is hard to execute multifold services at the real time. In a traditional 
network, each base station consists of independent control plane [2] which may cause a lack of 
coordination among neighboring base stations. Consequently, it is uphill battle for mobile operators to 
deploy innovative services on existing wireless network. The third challenge is deployment cost of new 
network equipment such as routers, switches, access points (APs), and middleboxes to fulfill the 
demands of the massively increasing population of Internet user. 
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In common, networking devices are being designed by multiple vendors with different benchmark 
and configuration procedures which makes the network management more complex for the network 
operators. The fourth challenge concerned with the frequency spectrum [3] that is insufficient for the 
future mobile data traffic and it may not be able to support future Internet applications. The researchers 
and professionals have realized that the critical cause of the spectrum crisis is the poor resource 
allocation. The aforementioned challenges motivate the researchers and mobile operators to consider 
and take over the existing wireless Internet architecture with an innovative one [4]. 

On such grounds, innovation in software-defined network (SDN) and network function 
virtualization (NFV) for wireless network opens a new arena of research. SDN [5] has emerged as a key 
technology for future Internet architecture. The provision of simple network configuration, the 
centralized control, global view of the entire network, and a platform for the innovative network 
services and applications are aims of the SDN paradigm. The SDN paradigm has been adopted by the 
data center, and wired networks, especially the Google’s B4 network is a successful example of the SDN 
implementation. SDN approach addressing the wireless network has also brought several benefits such 
as mobility management, load balancing, routing, policy management, and radio resource management 
[6]. NFV [7,8] has been considered to perform a significant role in the development of future Internet 
architecture. Virtualization of the wireless network provides a promising solution for the service 
providers (SPs) to enhance their network utilization and resource management [9,10]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of SDN and NFV enabled future mobile internet architecture (SN-FMIA). 

 
In order to describe how to design a future Internet architecture using SDN and NFV, we proposed 

an innovative SDN and NFV enabled future mobile internet architecture (SN-FMIA) [4]. Our proposed 
architecture consists of four layers inheriting the concept from SDN to make control plane and data 
plane separated, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The control plane provides the global view of the entire network 
with service APIs (application program interface) at the northbound interface (Fig. 1). The purpose is 
to provide a unique platform for virtual service providers (vSP) to offer network services, network 
management, and analyze the running network applications and protocols. Open API for APs can 
permit deployment of context and application aware control algorithms [11]. The data plane defines 
data path on wireless infrastructure devices as per controller instructions. In a dense-deployed WiFi 
environment, a controller is insufficient to handle all control requests which would deteriorate the 
network performance. 
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Contrarily, user demands a dedicated resource for better performance that would be an expensive 
solution for the service providers. In order to resolve the above-discussed issues, it is a necessity to share 
data plane networking devices into logical slots with isolation approach that can be achieved through 
NFV. FlowVisior [12] is an example of slicing network resources, in which a separate rule is defined for 
each slice to restrict the overlapping among the slices. The proposed architecture reduces the 
implementation cost of middleboxes (CAPEX & OPEX) with replacing NFV technology paradigm. It 
also provides fine-grained packet control with OpenFlow [13] which acts as a communication protocol. 

 
1.1 Contribution 
 

Specifically, following contributions are made by our work. 
− We presented mobility related scenarios and use cases to analyze the implementation aspects of 

our proposed architecture SN-FMIA.  
− We consolidate network selection approach (NSA) into SN-FMIA to enhance the mobility 

performance. The fundamental purpose of NSA is to acquire data from the SDN control layer to 
predict the network behavior and then forward to other layers for appropriate action or network 
selection.   

− We consider network connectivity function as a service that is handled by service adapter at 
application management layer as illustrated in Fig. 1. It reveals how SDN/NFV incorporates the 
data plane functions for the smooth running of Internet architecture according to the service-
oriented point of view which enables top-level abstraction for a network with various benefits. In 
order to take advantage, we design service-based mobility scenario for connectivity, 
identification, and categorization of network services. 

− An interactive mobile application for WiFi consumers to select best available network has 
developed. In the existing WiFi network, the user can select a network only based on fixed 
parameter such as received signal strength indicator (RSSI) which could lead to poor QoE and 
load imbalance. By taking advantage of the centralized logical control plane, our application 
offers a customized network selection at the station/mobile terminal (MT) on the basis of 
information provided by NSA. 

− In the proposed architecture, each AP contains an agent to perform local network tasks that are 
assigned by SDN controller. The agent is responsible for delivering the local network information 
to SDN control layer to minimize the burden of SDN controller. Further, with the provision of 
SDN and NFV, we construct virtual APs (vAPs) to release the management complexities of AP. 
Such as transfer the IEEE 802.11 protocol stack operations to application management layer, 
establish the connection abstraction between MT and AP, handles migration of MT across 
different APs without connection re-establishment procedure. Our method supports MT 
connection with multiple APs simultaneously in the signals overlapping area to manage the 
seamless handover. With the advent of agent and vAP abstraction, we design seamless mobility 
application on the top of the controller.   

− We evaluate the feasibility of SN-FMIA by conducting several mobility experiments through 
simulated WiFi environment.  

The rest of the article as follows. Section 2 describes the background and significant role of SDN and 
NFV in wireless networks. Section 3 elaborates SN-FMIA architecture and its layers functionalities. 
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Section 4 provides SN-FMIA applications scenarios and use cases that could deploy to enhance the 
mobility performance. In Section 5, we evaluate the performance of seamless mobility application and 
makes a comparison with traditional mobility approach. Finally, the conclusion of this research work 
draws in Section 6. 

 
 

2. Background and Related Work 

Software-defined network: is a programmable scheme that applied to network devices to make them 
more intelligent, dynamic and manageable [14]. The SDN divides the control plane for wireless 
network applications configuration and management as shown in Fig. 2(a). It also provides a global 
view of the entire network to organize the routing and packet flow control. The SDN separates the data 
plane for forwarding the traffic rules using OpenFlow protocol [13]. In addition, SDN is also used to 
apply the network infrastructure and manage data path accessible for programmers and mobile 
operators [15]. The wired network has been successfully implemented the SDN-based solutions to 
achieve more accurate performance compared to a traditional infrastructure [5]. The revolutionary 
outcomes of the SDN motivate the researchers, industrialists and network operators to pay more 
attention for the implementation of SDN in the wireless network [16]. 

 

                   
 (a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Programmable wireless network environment. (a) SDN architecture and (b) an example of NFV. 
 
Network function virtualization: In the domain of wireless network virtualization, tremendous 

work has already been done [7-10,12]. However, the existing wireless network is still not capable of 
supporting virtualization techniques such as the LTE network provides partially virtual network 
infrastructure for creating VPN connection. Also, the LTE network does not authorize to other service 
providers to execute their services. The common networks contain middleboxes to perform network 
functions. For example, network address translation, access control, load balancer, flow manager and 
firewall features that require independent hardware (middlebox) which is an expensive and lengthy 
solution. The idea of NFV is to replace these middleboxes to reduced the network equipment cost. 

We highlight some key advantages of twin technologies, SDN and NFV. (1) Virtualization with SDN 
offers an economic interpretation to vendors to extend their network, adopt wide-ranging technologies 
and well-organized mobile network. (2) Multiple APIs can execute on the top of SDN controller that 
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make easy to incorporate numerous applications at the higher level of the logical controller. However, 
the traditional network is required for enhancements at the hardware level. (3) The programmable 
interface for network operators enhances the active flow control to reduces error probability. (4) The 
SDN controller provides services execution platform for various services such as flow handler, security 
services, IPS/IDS, policy QoS, and mobility management can be managed by a network manager using 
the logically centralized controller. (5) Independent control plane can allow multiple operators to 
execute their applications to build a logical control that can manage through OpenFlow protocol and 
wireless network virtualization. (6) Resource utilization, as mentioned above SDN and NFV, provide 
network resource sharing to extends the network logically that reduces energy consumption and 
network operating cost. 

 
2.1 SDN/NFV Research Contribution 
 

SDN and NFV challenges in the prospects of the wireless network have considered by several 
researchers and working groups of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). OpenRoads [15] has 
initiated OpenFlow in the wireless network testbed at Stanford University. In the proposed architecture, 
mobility manager includes hard handover, informed handover, n-casting and Hoolock, which enables 
the user to move freely on existing wireless infrastructure but with limited support of the cellular 
network. There is an example of video streaming using n-casting approach built on NOX controller, 
where client utilizes WiFi and WiMax interface. NOX [17] is an open source-based controller that 
provides a broad view of the network.  An integration of WLAN and cloud networks introduce in 
CloudMAC [18] architecture which partially transfers the MAC layer processing to the cloud (virtual 
machines at data centers) to reduce the overall network management complexity. CloudMAC consists 
of virtual APs to handle MAC frames processing, although in-depth processing has raised packet delay 
issues at MAC layer. In [19], the authors present a framework to mitigate interference in WLAN 
through centralized SDN controller to take advantage of OpenFlow. Odin [20,21] is a SDN-based 
framework for enterprise WLAN to simplify the management complexities and mobility issues. It 
introduces the concept of the light virtual access point (LVAP) to handle seamless handover, but the 
lack of load balancing among APs, and do not offer integration with cellular networks. LVAP concepts 
are further extended in [22] to familiarize the programmable abstraction into a wireless network for 
resource management, network monitoring, and management. The architectures are mentioned above 
address the particular problems of the wireless network to exploit the idea of SDN and NFV. They 
mainly targeted on abstracting the technicalities of physical layer technologies and transfer the 
intelligence functionalities to the center of the wireless network. In the case of additional processing, the 
tasks need execution in less capable networking devices. However, the centralized SDN controller might 
slow down the response to MAC layer that shortened the throughput of the wireless network. 

In [23], the authors presented OpenRadio as programmable wireless data plane with an extensive 
feature of modular programming for the entire wireless stack. It mainly targets the NFV functionalities 
into the multi-core architecture. However, OpenRadio does not define network controller that can lack 
the whole network management. OpenRan [24] introduces the SDN into radio access network (RAN) 
with the concept of virtualization under the SDN controller to achieve resource virtualization, 
programmable and flexible control plane. SoftRAN [2] architecture has been introduced to handle the 
base station as a radio element under the virtual big base station. The SoftRAN centralized controller 
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provides a platform for soft decoding to manage data plan activities and handover management. 
However, it does not address the detail functionalities of NFV for big base station abstraction. 
MobileFlow [25] has been introduced as the SDN-based future mobile network architecture to enable 
blueprint for flow-based forwarding model. The purposed model provides the flexibility to mobile 
carriers regarding the configuration of radio coverage, gateway location, control and examining of 
network resources. 

In CellSDN [26], the SDN approach has been implemented to offer centralized control plane and 
fine-grain packet control for a cellular network. The extensive features of the CellSDN architecture are 
the installation of network operating system for supervision of access and core network, the 
configuration of the switch with local agents to handle packet control, slicing of radio resources to get 
flexible data plane functionalities, and support for virtualized wireless resources. However, the CellSDN 
does not provide the precise implementation procedures and also does not specify the RAN concepts. 
The integration of cellular network and WLAN network are exposed in [27], the architecture provided 
network-based mobility between WLAN and evolved packet core (EPC) without any amendments in 
the user/MT. However, the authors did not address the WLAN management issues. The work in the 
same direction presents in Aurora [28], an architecture for the wireless and mobile network to support 
multi-perspective technologies. Aurora-AP performs as virtualized agent for AP to enable resource 
management and configuration of additional technologies in the virtualization plane. Nevertheless, the 
mobile network technologies did not discuss in more detail. 

In conclusion, the available architectures have some limitations and are dependent on industry-
developed solutions. In contrast, we proposed a novel architecture SN-FMIA in Section 3, different 
from aforementioned architectures. SN-FMIA can integrate various mobility scenarios into WLAN and 
provides a unique operator interface to the service providers. 

 
 

3. SN-FMIA Architecture 

SN-FMIA presents the integration of twin technologies, the SDN and the NFV. This integration 
enables rapid access to the Internet services and synchronizes the programmable control plane and data 
plane with future technologies. This research focuses on programmable AP that can deliver future 
Internet services, intelligent network selection, and seamless mobility. We introduce the SN-FMIA with 
the following objectives. 

The first objective is to eliminate the intermediate bases (middlebox) that cause hurdles in smooth 
delivery of Internet services. In our proposed architecture (Fig. 3), Internet access layer is next to a 
physical layer to provide an explicit connection to service providers. The second objective is a concern 
with NFV that contributes an interactive virtual platform for telecommunication operators, and service 
providers to offer customized services. This will help to lead the existing network architecture towards 
future Internet architecture. The third objective is to improve QoE because at present vendors focus on 
the quality of services, but in the future network, we cannot ignore QoE. The proposed architecture 
offers mobile consumers to select their network type whenever the quality of the associated network is 
insignificant. This kind of approach can boost the QoE at the user level. The fourth objective is to 
converge the layer-based Internet architecture with the plane-based mobile network. It consists of three 
planes, application plane related to application technologies that provide a management interface to the 
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service operator. The SDN control plane performs standard control functionalities, and data plane 
offers direct Internet access to the user terminal. Meanwhile, control tasks can be accessible through the 
SDN control plane. The fifth objective is to enhance the mobility functions according to the demand of 
the future Internet applications. 

In SN-FMIA,  different types of mobility scenarios will be defined that are appropriate according to 
the demands of future network and user: (1) service-oriented mobility, (2) user-defined mobility, and 
(3) seamless mobility, which will be further discussed in Section 4. 

SN-FMIA divides into four logical layers to provide a virtual platform for the various type of services 
as shown in Fig. 3. It has three interfaces: service operator interface, northbound interface, and 
southbound interface. In next subsections, we describe the SN-FMIA with four layers in detail. 

 

 
Fig. 3. SDN and NFV enabled future mobile internet architecture (SN-FMIA). 

 

3.1 Application Management Layer 
 

It is argued that one unified operator interacts with service operator interface and able to control 
network in a better way and also allows others vSPs to handle their services virtually. With service 
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adapter, the unified operator access and manage the individual network services using SDN controller. 
Unified operator concept relates to the China Tower [29] that will operate multiple base stations (China 
Mobile, China Unicom, and China Telecom) through a unified interface. Network management related 
applications can execute separate services to accomplish the network tasks. These network services can 
be managed through service controlling API that is accessible to the consolidated operator.  Different 
key APIs for organizing services will also be  highlighted. 

Portability manager: It defines the rules for the user portability matters and forwards to the SDN 
controller. It is an intelligent service that can execute multiple applications through different operators 
for a single user. It also refers as software portability where one type of application can work in diverse 
environments, and also represents as a logical entity that interacts with control API. Presently, mobile 
devices have the ability of application portability with the support of different available frameworks. 
The requirements of the future Internet architecture is to append the probability features at top layers. 
We adopt this approach as service portability where service with the same functionality can be 
interchangeable amongst ISP operators. However, the key challenge is service level agreements. 

Flow manager: Each vSP performs different flow control for the different behavior of applications.  
This component provides a global view of network flow and can optimize the flow control at a global 
level. There is need to adopt allocation algorithm (for example Dijkstra algorithm) to find the shortest 
path for the packet flow. 

Service adapter: It is installed at the top of the controller instead of single adapter for separate virtual 
autonomous systems. It is a logical entity that can be incorporated with service providers to deliver 
services inside the autonomous system. Service adapter has four components: (1) service category, (2) 
service session, (3) service protocols, and (4) packet forwarding services. The first component is for 
network management services, user-oriented services, global services and application services. The 
second component is about the connectivity of service, start to end service positions and service 
lifetime. The third component contains information of existing protocols (ICMP, BGP, OSPF, TCP, 
UDP, OVSDB) to incorporate with services. The fourth component includes the flow handler to keep 
separate records of flow control of each service. 

 

3.2 SDN Control Layer 
 

The SDN control layer can accomplish multilayer management tasks. It enables the full monitoring of 
the network and also supports virtualization on different layers. It gathers information from Internet 
access layer and physical layer such as IP-based locations, subscriber information, and policy 
parameters. SDN control layer acts as liaison layer between the upper and lower layers as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. It also receives OpenFlow rules from the application layer and applies actions to lower layers. For 
the deployment of SDN controller (NOX) we adopt FlowVisor [12] to create isolation between different 
controllers. FlowVisor enables slicing of data paths and hosts multiple guest controllers as per network 
administrator requirements. There are some explanations to join OpenFlow with FlowVisor: (1) 
OpenFlow manages the traffic path of the physical network. (2) It enables programmable interface into 
networking devices, (3) and it ensures the accurate packet flow control to the appropriate destination. 
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Autonomous system manager: Each virtual autonomous system (VAS) connects with the 
northbound interface using service API to handle the interior and exterior routing protocol updates. It 
keeps a record of AS internetworking devices for providing information to the network administrator. 

Service analyzer: This module is responsible for examining the user service profile to identify the 
service category (shown in Fig. 4). It interacts with policy manager and forwards the rules to a 
southbound interface. The rules can amend as per the current state of the network that includes 
network consumption, distinct applications, available services and connected users. 

Mobility tracker: It provides mobility tracking inside the AS and also synchronizes with other 
available AS. It handles inter-autonomous and intra-autonomous system handover and performs an 
authentication process with the incorporation of HSS (home subscriber server). This module offers a 
control function interface to the northbound interface for handover among service operators. It 
maintains the tagging record of each MT whenever handover occurs from home location to visitor 
location or vice-versa. 

Home subscriber server: This is a centralized database that contains information of ISP operators. 
User authentication and authorization performs at this level. It also interacts with the centralized 
control plane for providing access information to MTs. 

Content manager: It executes content delivery services in the VAS and also can handle local contents 
at AP level. SDN agent is installed at AP for synchronization with the content manager to offer the 
available contents. The same contents can readily accessible for other APs inside the AS. 

 

3.3 Internet Access Layer 
 

Virtual autonomous system: VAS is a pool of routing and Internet protocols under the umbrella of 
SDN controller that depicts mutual, dynamic, pre-defined routing policies to connect with Internet and 
service operators. In SN-FMIA, various protocols can execute for the smooth running of the network. 
Two routing protocols are espoused here: (1) border gateway protocol (BGP), which provides the 
connection between autonomous systems and establishes the link to the Internet, and (2) Open Shortest 
Path First (OSPF) that is implemented inside the VAS. Some objectives of VAS are enlisted underneath. 

 
− It gives an abstraction of independent controllers to service providers and unified operator on 

the basis of service availability, network cost, current traffic, and QoS parameters.  
− Inter-AS communication, in which ISPA consists of multiple vSP having access of individual 

virtual operators as shown in Fig. 3. However, the connection between vSP and operators can 
vary according to the current network performance. 

− Inside the AS, the master controller computes the flow process and passes through the Internet. 
 
Virtual service providers: It connects with VAS to offer Internet service without the interception of 

the middlebox to make Internet connection more fast and reliable. The concept of the virtual base 
station is introduced by SoftRAN [2],  which mainly focused on resource allocation and load balancing 
in the cellular network. In contrast, our proposed architecture provides a link to virtual service provider 
inside the AS for fine-grained packet control, centralized management and resource optimization of the 
wireless network. 
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3.4 Physical Layer 
 

In our proposed architecture, AP perform like an OpenFlow-based switch to empower the control 
plane at the southbound interface for channel allocation, power consumption, resource management, 
and function virtualization. 

Virtual access point: It is characterized by different kinds of service operators [30] that can emulate 
AP for many vSP as shown in Fig. 3. APs are used to access the Internet, and each AP has a multiple 
vAPs with a unique identity and independent frequency band. CAPWAP [31] is a protocol introduce by 
CISCO to enable communication between APs and controller. The virtualization of network functions 
can enable by the hypervisor.  

Mobile terminal/user: It is responsible for selecting the best available network according to 
information provided by the controller. However, traffic flow direction, QoE, and service type are 
handled at the user terminal. 

 
3.5 Network Selection Approach 
 

The proposed architecture SN-FMIA is overture the SDN centralization control layer to perceive real-
time network traffic flow without the duplication of the total traffic. So, it is necessary for the SDN 
controller to provide global information of underlying physical networks that includes networking 
devices status, end-to-end statistics, network service behavior, and traffic monitoring. This information 
can be supportive for all stakeholders including network operators, users and service providers who can 
predict current network situation. With the advent of this information, we introduce NSA into the SN-
FMIA to enhance the performance of the overall network. The NSA performs the following steps in 
sequence to detect the traffic flow and network statistics. 

 
− The first step is related to the perception of the current network, to accomplish this task the SDN 

controller sends a periodic request message to underlying networking devices such as OpenFlow-
enabled switches and APs. In order to respond the requests, the NSA collects information about 
AS topology, switch port number with traffic flows, APs information including radio 
communication with MT, user equipment information including location information, and 
network service behaviors.  

− In the second step, the SDN controller stores the collected information into a table and then 
performs processing to make a reasonable representation of the current network statistics.    

− In the third step, the prediction of the future network behavior can accomplish on the basis of 
OpenFlow data table. The controller can publish the precise information in response to query 
messages for further action or network selection. 

 
Initially, NSA can divide into three categories: (1) NSA for service-oriented mobility, (2) NSA for 

user-based mobility, and (3) NSA for seamless and load-inform mobility. In next section, we will 
discuss in detail how NSA could be useful in different use cases. 

 
 

4. SN-FMIA Mobility Scenarios 
In this section, we investigate and propose particular applications and use cases related to our 

proposed architecture having the advantage of a centralized controller. 
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4.1 Service-Oriented Mobility 
 

The basic concept of service can refer to a pattern that can deal with the particular problems, such as 
web service, API service, and other workflows. However, all services do not have similar goals and 
functions; it can categorize by functionality, reusability and integration dependency. According to the 
proposed SN-FMIA, a case study to represents service components functionality and service behavior 
will be discussed as an example. In this section, we highlight network services function of the proposed 
architecture and elaborates how the SDN will incorporate these features for the smooth running of 
Internet architecture. First, services will be categorized according to functionality point of view. Second, 
outlines a set of duties for each category that also belongs to different layers such as in TCP/IP model, 
each layer has its protocols and functions. This case study defines the mobility by service discovery 
process as shown in Fig. 4. The further functionalities of service modules with complete sequences of 
service components are given below. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Service discovery process. 

 
Service initialization (origination): It is a high-level management interface for different services 

offered by various vSP. However, it administrated through a unified operator. There are different types 
of services like network control services, system services, and security services. Service adapter 
communicates with service unit through the SDN controller, it receives rules from the unified operator 
and applies them to lower level layers and also responsible for pre-defined allocation policies. Service 
adapter receives information about service category from the SDN controller and then set instruction as 
per requirements of the network manager. 

Services terminal: It is the primary platform for services utilization that narrates the physical layer 
and can access services through the Internet access layer. The MT can request for a service subscription, 
utilization, and service migration. For example, AP selection, network registration, and user 
identification services are executed whenever MT activates the service reusability features. On service 
invoke the first parameter, service analyzer, which investigates the service category either is it public 
service or private service as depicted in Fig. 4. 
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Services unit: There are two types of service units. First one is for handling the vSP services inside the 
AS are called it as a local service unit that controls the private service category. The second one applies 
to outside the AS to get Internet services name as a global service unit that can handle the public service 
category as exhibited in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Sequence diagram of service interaction modules. 

 
Service selection: In the first step, MT invokes services for subscription, second, service analyzer 

examines the requests and third, acquires service subscription parameters and sends for availability 
check and permission. If the required service is available on the current network, then its permission is 
granted through service adapter, otherwise, forwards the request to the SDN controller for further 
action as depicted in Fig. 5. It also makes sure that available services are available at Internet access layer 
through vSP. 

Multi services single network: In this situation service analyzer examines N number of requests 
receives from vSP as shown in Fig. 5. It multiplexes the N services and forwards to service adapter for 
activation. If the service related API is available then grant access for the execution of that services at 
Internet access layer.  

Multi services multi networks: This situation represents a many-to-many relationship, N type of 
service request for N type of networks. In this case, if one MT, m1, simultaneously send two 
subscription requests, one for vSPA and second for vSPB then service analyzer forwards the request to 
DE-multiplexer which transfer that request to the connected network. 

Service optimization: The first objective is to improve the QoE of the available services. If quality 
decreases for any reason, this function will be enabled and switch service network to other best available 
network. The second objective, if service analyzer receives some high priority services then migrates the 
running service into a waiting queue and executes the high priority-based service. The same concept has 
been used in the operating system (e.g., Windows, Linux, etc.), in which high priority process replaces 
with low priority process, further detail service sequence is shown in Fig. 5. 
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4.2 User-Based Mobility 
 

The network selection can improve at client side using the SDN controller that send precise 
information of a global network including device status, service quality, and network behavior. This 
case study relates to end user terminal such as smartphones or laptops that can receive real-time 
information through NSA for the selection of a best available network. The smart network selection 
decision is either done by SDN controller or by the user. In this section, we implement a case study of 
network selection through the user interface with predefined parameters of network selection algorithm 
such as RSSI, current traffic intensity, bandwidth estimate and channel types. 

We develop an API named as WiFi-collector [32] for the smart network selection as illustrated in Fig. 
6. The core functions of smart network selection API are listed underneath. 

 
(1) In the startup of the application, a list of APs are displayed, then capture the list of APs on the MT 

and pop-up a dialog for synchronization as shown in Fig. 6(a). In the capture list of each AP is 
displayed with three different states that are given below: 

− AP is secured with “WEP” or “PSK” appears as “secured.” 
− Open AP with no encryption is displayed as “open.” 
− AP with the association to be displayed as “connected.” 

The user can select maximum three APs from the list, and then starts the sync with selected APs.  
(2) Prompt for selection mode that is default mode or customized mode.  In the customized mode, 

the user can select parameters for the selection of a network. Once clicks on the list item of the 
AP, the user is connected to, and a popup window is displayed with configuration parameters of 
the acquired connection.  

(3) The SDN agent collects the user's input and forwards to the SDN-controller. When a user clicks 
the “Start Sync” option, it starts sending the parameters of each AP to the selected server after 
every 10 seconds (time can be varied). On the other side, the SDN server receives the info, stores 
the info into a.CSV file and upgrades accordingly.  

(4) The controller makes available the requested information of users through NSA. Meanwhile, the 
SDN server accomplished the processing of the CSV file. It also processes the client statistics on 
each AP, and sends the result back to the client the information is “synchronized!". 

(5) After the synchronization, the user would associate with the AP.   
 

 
(a)  

 
(b)

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 6. Interface of WiFi connector. (a) Synchronization (b) Server selection (c) Connection established   
(d) Current connection status. 
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4.3 Centralized Mobility 
 

As mentioned in the Subsection 3.4, vAPs are identified by BSSID that provides an abstraction to 
handle the association and handover procedures of MTs. The total bandwidth of the AP divides 
according to the number of vAP so that each user can avail equal distribution of bandwidth. When a 
new MT sends a probe request to the AP, the installed SDN agent on the AP forwards the request to the 
SDN controller for assigning vAP with unique BSSID. During handover, the centralized SDN controller 
handles multiple tasks such as authentication, re-association, assigning ID, and spawning of vAP to 
other AP without connection break off. The seamless and load-inform mobility can be achieved after 
collecting necessary parameters information through the NSA. 

The first parameter is RSSI of associated MTs which receives at the AP and compares with a pre-
defined threshold to detect mobility. The SDN agent acquires the RSSI values and forwards to the 
controller if the obtained value of associated MT is less than a pre-defined threshold which means MT 
is moving from associated AP to others. Simultaneously, the controller transfers the associated vAP to 
the target AP (shown in Fig. 7) that one receives RSSI value is greater than the threshold. However, 
RSSI-based mobility can generate load-imbalance situation and unnecessary handovers in WLAN [33]. 
In the current research, we take advantage of the centralized SDN controller to collect network state 
information through the NSA for seamless and load-inform mobility. 

The second parameter relates to traffic load status of AP that is further divided into sub-parameters 
such as a number of connection, associated MTs throughput, and uplink traffic percentage. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Migration of virtual access point (vAP) during seamless handover. 
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5. Evaluation and Results 

5.1 Simulation Environment 
 

This section explores the implementation of SN-FMIA mobility scenario through a simulated 
environment supported by NS-3 [34]. We implemented significant functional parts based on the 
reference case and built a prototype to evaluate the performance of proposed architecture. The detail 
procures of building simulation topology (Fig. 8) is given underneath.  

 
− Node 0, 1: The top two nodes in the GRAY color represents two OpenFlow-enabled switches. 
− Node 2, 3, 4: The three BLUE color nodes in a line represent three OpenFlow-enabled APs.  
− Node 5, 6: The two ORANGE color nodes, in which one of node acts as the UDP (in current 

simulation) or TCP server. 
− Node 7, 8, 9: The three RED color nodes represent the stations/MTs in association with node 2 
− Node 10, 11, 12, 13: The four RED color nodes below the node 3 are four MTs in association with 

node 3. 
− Node 14: The RED color node below the node 4 represents the only station in association with 

node 4. 
 
It can be seen (Fig. 8) that the black straight line represents the wired links and the dotted line 

exhibits the wireless links. In WIFI networks, the dotted wire between the MT and the AP, that means 
that they have been associated. Otherwise, they are not associated because the distance between the two 
nodes is out of the range of the signal. 

 

 
(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Simulation topology. (a) Demonstrate traffic of selected node and (b) demonstrate traffic of all 
connected nodes. 

 
In PyViz [35], there are two options for the users to display the traffic, "Selected node" and "All 

nodes.” If the option "Selected node" is chosen, in the path from the source (node 10, the one with a 
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black circle) to the destination (node 6, the ORANGE one), the traffic sent by the selected node could be 
observed only, i.e., the source. As illustrated in Fig. 8(a), the link throughput from the RED node to the 
BLUE node is 848.00 kbit/s, while the throughput of the other three links is same, 856.00 kbit/s. This is 
because that the throughput in wired links is stable, and packets loss was not found. Afterward, the "All 
nodes" option was selected to analyze the throughput of all node traffic in the topology as shown in Fig. 
8(b). The link throughput from node 3 to node 0, from node 0 to node 1, and from node 1 to node 6 has 
changed because traffic was sent by other nodes that were all joined together. 

 
5.2 Simulation Results 
 

In a comparison of existing with proposed approach, we present experimental results about mobility 
performance in SN-FMIA. We consider two different scenarios to evaluate the performance. First, 
measure the TCP throughput of MTs during handover among adjacent APs. Second, the same 
experiment performed using the UDP protocol to analyze the packet loss ratio. 

The maximum range that the AP's signal can cover is 100 m. The transmit power of AP1, AP2, and 
AP3 configures at 90 dBm, 100 dBm, and 90 dBm, respectively. Each AP does not have an IP address, 
like a layer2 device. It just forwards the frames that receive from the wireless interface card to the 
CSMA Ethernet interface card and vice versa. A fixed SSID “SSID-default” has been set for APs, and a 
fixed IP address range has been assigned to stations, so there is no DHCP. The link bandwidth between 
the switch1 and switch2 is 100 Mbps. The link bandwidth between each AP and switch1 is 30 Mbps. 
The link bandwidth between each host and switch2 is 30 Mbps. The TCP packet size was fixed at 1024 
bytes with 5 Mbps data rate, and the UDP packet size set to be the same as the TCP. The interval 
between two packets has been set as 0.2 second for simulating the throughput. If the interval value has 
been set too high, which means the wait time is too long, in results few packets are transmitted, and 
consequently decrease the throughput. Contrarily, if this value has been set too low, which means the 
interval time between two packets is too short, there is enormous packet loss, therefore the throughput 
is still low. Initially, we set the sampling period too long; there were not enough points in the diagram 
for observing the handover process. If the sampling period set too short, there could be more dropping 
points at zero in the diagram that creates confusion about the actual handover processing time and 
other irrelevant time. Therefore, an optimal value for the sampling rate is selected as 0.8 second, which 
is clearer to observe. 

Fig. 9(a) plots the TCP and UDP throughput of stations during the handover amongst adjacent APs. 
The node 7 is initially associated with AP3, and as it moves, after stepping into the common signal 
interference area of AP1 and AP2, it chooses the AP2 for the association, which has a higher RSSI than 
AP1 does, though more loaded. The moving station does not perform active probing, which means it 
does not actively scan the available APs. Instead, the deployed APs issue the beacons to inform the 
stations in-range for the later association. In traditional handover procedure, packet loss ratio also 
increases gradually as the user activates handover procedure as shown in Fig. 9(b). In results, 
throughput degrades and reaches at 0 levels that could lost the connection for a short period of time. 

Fig. 10(a) plots the throughput during handover amongst the adjacent APs, the handover process is 
controlled by the SDN controller, and in results, throughput has improved as compared to previously 
serving AP. Using SDN centralized control mechanism the packet delay ratio is also reduced as 
illustrated in Fig. 10(b). 
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   (a)

 
        (b)

Fig. 9. Traditional handover using TCP and UDP. (a) Throughput during handover and (b) packet loss 
ratio. 

 

 
(a)                                         (b) 

Fig. 10. Handover performance in the SN-FMIA. (a) Throughput during handover and (b) packet delay. 
 
 

6. Conclusions 

The emergence of the SDN and the NFV into the wireless network architecture provides the ability to 
execute multiple mobility scenarios according to the future Internet demands. In current research work, 
we proposed the SN-FMIA architecture to handle the traditional wireless network mobility issues. 
Furthermore, three mobility scenarios are discussed in this research. First, service-oriented mobility 
that carries on service management platform for handling the mobility service operations with 
OpenFlow. Second, WiFi connector API has developed that offers customized network selection at 
user-end terminals. Third, in the case of centralized mobility, the SDN controller can take a decision 
regarding association and re-association of the MTs. This approach enables the features of seamless 
mobility amongst the WLAN stations without throughput degradation.The evaluation results confirm 
that the proposed mobility scenarios can achieve good throughput at the minimum cost of packet loss 
in comparison with the traditional mobility schemes. 

Handover 

Handover
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